Our Future Technology

Holographic Technology

The Andromeda Council and other ET Federations
have holographic technology that can replicate
furniture, living spaces, food, ships, body parts, etc.
This technology can create virtually anything that is
needed for human life and daily living needs on
ships and planets.
In this image there is a holographic projector that is
creating a living computer intelligence that is
sentient and capable of thinking and interacting
with human beings.

Holographic Technology

The holographic technology uses natural source
energy from the universe to create various things that
are made in the replicators like say for example
instead of using electricity to power the replicators
the vibrational energy fields created by the cosmic
web, or a sun power the replicators. As well there are
holographic emitters that can create different
environments in a space setting like a jungle, oceans,
forests, etc. that are living environments for people to
inhabit on space ships and biosphere planetoids
traveling out in space. Even living animals can be
genetically replicated.

Holographic Technology

Holographic Replicator, this technology can create
clothing, furniture, ships, body parts, living spaces,
and virtually anything that exists in physical
realities.

Food Replicators

Food Replicators can make virtually any types of
foods and beverages, the recipes are programmed
into the replicators data modules and then the food
or drinks are materialized in the replicator. The
replicators can make foods that are gluten free,
GMO free, without an additives and there is no
toxins in the foods or drinks as they are all organic.
The replicators can create meat substitute foods
that taste like the meat with all the proteins and
nutrients but the food is not made from living
beings.

Holographic Technology

Holographic replicator to create body parts for
surgeries. The replicator is programmed with DNA
sequencing that creates the body parts associated
with an ET races specific genetic blueprint.

Holographic Computers
Soon
computers will utilize
holographic technology so the
computer will become a virtual
screen and a keyboard that is
accessed by simply pressing a
button on a small remote control.
There will be unlimited world wide
data bases and the virtual
computers will be able to read
peoples genetic DNA structures and
map the person’s genome corridor
to determine how healthy the
person is and whether they have a
disease or not that needs to be
healed.
Smartphones will have digital
foldable screens that will look like
virtual tablet pads.

Holographic Technology

Holographic Replicator that creates ships for deep
space travel. It takes ten to twenty of the minireplicators to be stationed in a circular shape in
order to creator a large space ship. The replicators
have programmed schematics that are input into
the system in order to create specific shapes and
sizes for the ships.

Holographic Technology

A living space with furniture and rooms that was
created with holographic replicator technology, the
replicator created both the rooms and the furniture
that went into this home space. Replicators can
create various structures for homes and other
environments.

Holographic Technology

This is wearable holographic interactive modules that allow
people to see events happening in real time anywhere in the
cosmos, it is like watching a live event happening right
now. These holographic modules allow in person conferences
and calls to go through no matter in which part of space beings
are in, distance is not an issue as these communication devices
allow virtual interaction even deep out in space.
Virtual information can be accessed through the wearable
holographic interactive modules as they are like mini computers
storing lots of universal data on all types of subjects.

Teleportation Rings

In the near future there will be teleportation ring
technology available as transport stations all over Earth
so cars or air planes will not be needed in order to travel
long distances, the teleportation rings will read people's
bio energy signatures and the person will be able to
telepathically activate the rings in order to take them
anywhere on the planet that they need to go.

Teleportation Rings

This is a large transportation hub network
for teleporting big hover cars and space
buses to towns and cities on Earth.

Teleportation Rings

The above four images show the teleportation
ring technology being activated in order to
transport people and things to different
locations on a planet. The ring teleporters are
portable teleportation technology that folds in
on itself and can be moved to different
locations on worlds.

Teleportation Stations

Teleportation stations beam people
up from one point on the planet to
another location or even to another
planet or galaxy. There are short
range teleporting stations and also
long range teleporters.

Teleportation in the stations is instant and takes
about a minute or less to happen when teleporting
short distances, it takes about two to three minutes
to teleport to nearby planets and about ten fourteen minutes to planets that are further out in
other solar systems.

The beings molecular and DNA
structure is physically dematerialized
in the transporter then reassembled
and materialized again at the point of
arrival at their new location.

Future Hover Cars

In the near future there will be hover cars
that will be powered by plasma generators
inside the car while it flies in the sky with
antigravity propulsion.

Speed of Light Train Hub

Train going at the speed of light on a
subway hub, the train travels very
quickly so arrives at long distances in
one to two hours in nearby countries of
destination.

Future Hover Bikes

These are Hover Bikes that have the
speed of light engines so the bikes travel
very fast and can lift off the ground and
travel in the air instead of on roads.

Space Ship Vessels
of the Future
Space ship vessels designed to travel out
in deep space for exploration missions to
various solar systems and galaxies
beyond the Milky Way Galaxy. These
ships can land on planets and travel
beyond the speed of light. Future space
ships will have crystalline engines and
plasma generators so fuel will not be
needed to power the ships.

Space Stations of the Future

The space stations of the future will be
built with stronger and more durable
alloys so they cannot be easily damaged
and can exist out in space orbiting
planets for a couple hundred years.

Space Stations of the Future
Confederation Space Station
NASA has plans to replace the current international space
station with a type of a circular Wernher von Braun
design, circular objects have better terrestrial tilt axis spin
than other objects. There is also a consideration to build
a star base space station that has various deck levels. The
station will be called the Confederation Space Station and
it will create a link hub of easy space travel between the
Terra Nova (Earth), Moon, and Mars.
The space station will be built in time when the human
race transitions through the horizon energy event shift
where beings exist in the 5D reality. This change might
occur approximately close to the year 2020 for the event
shift horizon, and final building of the Confederation
Space Station will be completed in around 2030 - 2050,
these are approximate dates that could alter depending
on how the timeline develops in the future.
Some individuals have the ability to see glimpses of
possible or probable timelines in the near future, this is
called precognition or quantum timeline leaping and that
is how I saw the information about the plans for building
the Confederation Space Station in the not so distant
future.

Space Stations of the Future
Space Station Cities

The space station would have habitable
cities with houses, parks, lakes, and meeting
areas for people to be able to live for
prolonged periods of time on the station out
in space.

One of the city centers where the
business areas are located for the
working class and also the industrial
complex zones on the space station for
manufacturing ships, air cars, etc.

Space Stations of the Future

Green spaces with forests and hydroponics
gardens on the space station. There are
homes located between the green spaces.

